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SELECTED BACKGROUND RESOURCES:

What is the Law & Diversity Program at Fairhaven College, Western Washington University? Find out about the program’s goals, curriculum, and resources on their site. http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~ldp/

** What is a learning community? See the National Learning Communities Project’s site for a definition. http://learningcommons.evergreen.edu/03_start_entry.asp

What is information literacy? See the ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education for established standards and outcome examples. http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlstandards/standards.pdf

SELECTED BOOKS:


This title was cited over and over again. A new edition is expected later in 2004. The book is written from the point of the classroom; and using team teaching to create learning communities.


This short book gives examples and history of learning communities with academic librarians' involvement. The learning communities range from structured, credit courses to more informal arrangements within courses. ACRL standards are included, as well as, seven pages of references.

Retallick, John, Barry Cocklin, & Kennece Coombe (eds.) (1999). Learning Communities in

Essays from various levels of education across the English-speaking world address the principles of learning communities, strategies of implementation and growth, and case studies.


A textbook for college faculty and administrators addresses rationales; history; practical requirements for curricula, personnel, and logistics; evaluation and assessment.


An insiders’ view of learning communities: members of a network of school principals reflect about what they learned and experienced both as facilitators of learning in their home institutions and as members of their own professional learning community.

---

**SELECTED JOURNAL ARTICLES:**


A political science professor’s statistical analysis of large political science classes at his college and the use of learning communities.


A history of workshops by ACRL, Educom, the Association of Higher Education and Coalition for Networked Information that explored how librarians in ten pioneering institutions transformed themselves from conventional library instructors into members of learning communities.


Six essays by visionary thinkers on how libraries, librarians, and library patrons will adapt to changing times. The first one by Lynch, "The New Dimensions of Learning Communities," discusses how the merging of physical library space and electronic resources is redefining how new learning communities works. Springsteen and Karis are school librarians and discuss this from that point of view.

---

**SELECTED WEB SITES:**

Cox, Milton D. *Developing Faculty and Professional Learning Communities (FLCs) to Transform Campus Culture for Learning.* Miami University’s Center for the Enhancement of Learning and Teaching. [http://www.units.muohio.edu/flc/]

This program focuses on faculty development as a way of enhancing instruction. Though not directly applicable to librarians, librarians with faculty status could be eligible for topic-based or
This handbook guides faculty teaching in the First Year Programs, and it includes an especially rich discussion on the involvement of librarians in the success of their program. Included are practical examples for faculty and librarian partnerships (see page 6).


This list offers objectives and outcomes of librarian collaboration with learning communities and provides contacts for each university.


The Instruction Section presents a useful bibliography on the relationship between the library, librarians, and learning communities. Most literature relates to first year student learning communities.

National Learning Communities Project. Learning Community Commons. The Evergreen State College. [http://learningcommons.evergreen.edu/home.asp]

This site provides background on learning communities, answers to common learning community questions, and a resource for finding literature on the topic. The center produces monographs about the study of learning communities, and executive summaries may be viewed on this site.
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